ABSTRACT : Study of reliabilities of machinery used in any kind
II.
Approach and Methodology The formula for Reliability assuming a Two Parameter Weibull Distribution is = − where βis the Shape Parameter,α is the Characteristic Life and xis the Time to Failure
The most important process is the analysis and computation of collected data. We calculate the Median Rank and the transformed median rank and so on. By performing a simple linear regression we can obtain parameter estimates that will help us to infer the reliabilities of the concerned machinery; and thus are able to compare them.
III.
Case Study We calculate and compare the reliabilities after different time intervals of the two main types of Bulldozers arriving at the workshop. The Bulldozers, Type-I&Type-II are used in various mine fields for movement of large quantities of materials. The Bulldozers that have been considered in this paper have been previously been remade (repaired) at the workshop before being sent to the mine field. Since not much systematized and well stored data was to be found, the TTF of 10 Bulldozers, from the 1 st quarter of 2013, each of Type-I and TypeIIare considered, each having the same characteristics-a) Workshop remade and b) not usable any longer. Similar considerations have been applied and similar characteristics have been considered while treating the data of Dumpers as well. The beauty of this wonderfully detailed method by William M. Dorner [8] , is that it is very simple and easy to compute, and most importantly it gives a fair idea of the product reliabilities at the end.
Data Collection
The different failure data of Bulldozers were collected for a period of three months (January, February and March) and ten of them have been considered amongst the ones which were Workshop remade and brought for Survey off Grounding, to maintain uniformity and soundness in this study. where'i' is thecorresponding rank of the data and 'n' is the total number of samples (in this case 10). Some corresponding values which are calculated using the median rank are tabulated alongside. 
Estimating the Weibull Parameters and Fitting a line to the data
As previously stated we will be using a Two-Parameter Weibull Distribution to calculate the required reliabilities. Using the Regression function in Microsoft Excel software, the values are examined and the Weibull Parameters are estimated. We also plot a graph between ln(No. Of Hours) versus Transformed Median for both sets of data and the slope of the graph directly gives us the Shape Parameter. We have computed β(Shape Parameter) and α(Characteristic Life) for both sets of data. The corresponding failure rates are also plotted against time.
IV. Results and Discussion
The reliabilities of the Bulldozers and Dumpers are calculated and a graph is plotted between them to give us a comparative overview among each of their types. V. Conclusion From this study one can observe that that even when there is very little data to work with, we can still get a measure of the reliability of any equipment This case study shows that between the Type-I and Type-II Bulldozers, the former one is to be preferred when usage is more than 3000 hours, while the later one is to be preferred when expected usage is less than 3000 hours. We can definitively conclude that equipment reliability can be properly stated only with respect to its time of usage. This will help us decrease the number of breakdowns significantly.
It is often seen that that the Time To Failure data that fits a Weibull Distribution also fits a lognormal distribution [9] . Thus there is further scope of using a Lognormal Distribution in reliability analysis and comparing it with Weibull Distribution based on this type of data. Further we can also go for a availability and maintainability analysis.
